KEEP THINGS CLOSE AT HAND AT YOUR FAVOURITE
‘MY SPOT’ SIDE TABLE FROM UMAGE
My Spot is a stylish side table ideal for those places in your interior
where you need to put things away but still keep them within
reach. My Spot combines classic clean and minimal Scandinavian
design with the modern twist of a built-in USB charging hub. This
enables you to keep your phone or tablet just by your side where
you need them most.

I love it where the metal of the bracket meets the end-grain of
the wood and you see a lovely meeting between the cold and
warmth of the two materials.”

Consisting of a table top and lower shelf, My Spot has a graceful
slim proile accentuated by long thin wooden legs that highlight
the delicate metal details in its design. The legs themselves have
a clever groove at the bottom which enables the charger cable
to be threaded through them and kept out of sight. My Spot has
a soft triangular shape with rounded organic corners that make
it extra suitable for tight spaces.
Jonas Søndergaard, Designer: “I think this is a very useful piece
of furniture which also has this fantastic USB port function. For
obvious reasons you would keep the table where you quite often
have your phone or tablet close to you and in need of a charge,
while you are sitting there with it.
The table has such a light and attractive Nordic design language
that it looks great as a free-standing table even if you don’t choose
to add on the USB option at all.

PRODUCT FACTS
Name

My Spot side table

Designer

Jonas Søndergaard, 2018

Material

Solid oak, steel (plated brass), laminated veneer.
USB hub incl.

Size

H: 59 x W: 45 x D: 45 cm

Colours

Oak, Dark oak

For product loans, interviews and high res images please write to press@umage.com or tel. +45 31 39 31 22. Images can
also be downloaded at umage.com

